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The Project is evolved from a catalogue that contains
common construction materials such as plastic
canisters, tubes, steel scaffolds and other easily-toget-parts you find in do-it-yourself stores around the
globe, which guarantee a facile acquireability, make
these materials affordable for a broad span of people and make damaged parts easy to replace. On the
other hand we provided several urban and suburban
inhabitants with single-use-cameras with the task to
photograph elements of their surroundings that
seemed common and ugly to them. We accepted the
pathological state of the objects as the language to
create a new, sustainable and forward-looking architecture and transformed them into a three dimensional
library. These libraries were very important to us, as to
develop a concept suitable to the urban configurations
of today in order to provide a system that is adaptable
individual needs and
upcoming social, ecologic and economic crises.
Therefore the libraries are also easily adaptable to local materials, availability and preferences (i.e. bamboo
scaffolding instead of steel etc).
One of the project key points is the construction of a
modular facade, consisting of plastic canisters
containing algae that nourish from polluted air (CO2
etc.) and provide electricity through photosynthesis.
The canisters are mounted to a modular steel scaffold
that can be attached to any given structure. In
combination with the fluorescent effect of the algae at
night parts of the scaffold could expand the known experience of public space by adding seating modules et
al., making the new hull an extension of public space.
This new space could come together with the OLPC
(One PC Per Child, laptop.org) programme to provide
education, in third world countries. Here t he plastic
canisters can also be used to provide drinking water:
A short period of sunlight exposure decontaminates
the water (same effect as boiling it), which could be
of major interest for poor regions with drinking water
issues. We imagine this as an extension and architectonic conversion of the SODIS Method
(Solar Water DISinfection) that is being promoted by
organizations such as the WHO to benefit emerging
nations.

Sustainability:
A Matter of Crises
Pollution
and Energy
-> Active pollution reduction,
sustainable energy sources

Drinking Water
-> Simple, affordable water
treatment.

Education
-> wireless internetaccesspoint in the publicfacade

Family-Changes
-> adaptabel staircasse in
the core

Age
-> Flexible access
and internal structure

Future
-> Flexibility
of Hull and Core
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The LivingHouse is the result of two main
processes. One is the introduction of a
library of normality and uglyness created
with a public opinion filter (single use cameras).
This library works on a formal and material
level as shown in the horizontal evolutionstripe above.
The second process is „Matter of Crises“
which helped us to evolve the flexible hull
and core. The main idea is that crises are
normal factors that can‘t be denied an
have to be accepted as reality on an ecologic, economic and social level especially
expanded to benefit emerging nations as
shown in the vertical stripe above.

